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Penetration of Polar Electric Fields to the Nightside Dip Equator 
at Times of Geomagnetic Sudden Commencements 

J. HANUMATH SASTRI, J. v. s. VISWESWARA RAo, AND K. B. RAMESH 

Indian Institute of Astr·etphysics, Bangalcn'e 

Measurements of Doppler Velocity, V D of F - re!~ion reflections at normal incidence over Kodaikanal 
(dip 3°N, 77°28'E) are used to study the nature of perturbations in F - region vertical plasma drift, 
V z associated with the geomagnetic sudden commencements (sc) on July 8, 1991, and January 1, 1992. 
Both the events which occurred in a narrow time window, 1630-1700 UT (2200-2230 1ST) were of 
sc' type at middle- and high- latitude stations in the afternoon sector. At Kodaikanal, which is on 
the nightside, the sc of January 1, 1992, is characterized by a d~uble-step main impulse (MI) in H -
component (the structure of the sc on July 8 could not be ascertamed from normal run ma.gnetograllls 
because of the large amplitude and very slllail rise time of the sc). It is found that the usual downward 
motion of F - region plasma during the prelllidnight hours at Kodaikanal suddenly ceased (and even 
reversed to upward in one event) for '""1 min coincident with the preliminary impulse (PI) and was 
inllllediately enhanced in association with the MI of the sc·. This pattern which is consistently seen 
in the two events implies that an eastward electric field prevails near the nightside dip equator at the 
time of the first impulse of double-step MI there and the PI of sc' at high latitudes. Our Doppler 
velocity observations constitute the first and direct experimental evide~ce of vertical plasma moti.ons 
due to the sc - associated electric fields in the nighttime dip equatorial Jonosphere. They substantiate 
the view based on theory (J(il..-uchi and Ar'aki, 1979) and ground-based magnetic observations (Ar'am 
et al 1985) that the dusk-to-dawn electric fi~ld imposed 011 the ?ola: ionosphere with :he onset of PI 
of sc~ is instantaneously transmitted to the dlJl equator on the mghtslde as on the dayslde. 

INTRODUCTION 

The geomagnetic sudden commencement (sc) is convention
ally understood in terms of a compressional hydromagnetic 
(HM) wave set up by the interaction of a shock wave in the 
solar wind with the magnetosphere [e.g., Francis et al., 1959; 
Dessler et al., 1960]. The impulsive increase ill H - com
ponent that characterizes the main impulse (MI) of t.he sc is 
generally attributed to the abrupt increase ill maglleLopause 
current due to shock-induced compression and accompanying 
dynamical processes in the magnetosphere [see Arak'i, 1977, 
and references there;n]. The complex latit.udillal and local 
time dependence of the sc wave forms, nevertheless, indicates 
that the structure of the sc is determined not only by mag
netospheric current sources but also by those nearer to the 
Earth. Several authors, in fact, have indicated the contri
bution of ionospheric electric currents to the sudden com
mencement part of geomagnetic storms at high latitudes as 
well as at dip equatorial latitudes [e.g., Nishida et al., 1966; 
Rastogi, 1976; Araki, 1977; Reddy e.t. al., 1981]. Of specific 
relevance to the present work is the global ionospheric cur
rent systenl that is widely considered as responsible for the 
preliminary impulse (PI) that precedes the 1n of the sud
den commencement. The PI manifests as a distinct negaLive 
impulse (with a duration of "-'I min) in If - component. simul
taneously near the dip equator on the days ide and at high
latitudes in the afternoon sector and also as a positive impulse 
in the high latitude forenoon sector [see Araki, 1977, and ref
erences therein]. It is therefore terllled as the preliminary 
reverse impulse (PRI) and the corresponding sc as sc*. Araki, 
[1977] interpreted the equatorial PRI as due to the extension 
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to the dayside equator of the DP2 type ionospheric current 
system driven by a dusk-to-dawn electric field transmitted 
to the polar ionosphere along the magnetic lines of force by 
anisotropic HM waves from the compressional wavefront prop
agating tail ward in the dayside magnetosphere as described 
by Tamao [1964]. Theoretical studies showed that the Earth
ionosphere waveguide facilitates the instantaneous transmis
sion of a suddenly imposed polar electric field to the equator 
as a zeroth-order transverse magnetic (TM) electromagnetic 
wave [Kil.:uchi et al., 1978; Kikuchi and Araki, 1979]. Multi
dimensional numerical calculations of the global distribution 
of ionospheric currents caused by field-aligned currents flow
ing into and away from the polar ionosphere (source currents) 
predict that the intensity of the current reduces with decrease 
of latitude but gets enhanced at the dayside equator in spite 
of the shielding effect of the enhanced Cowling conductivity 
there [Takeda, 1982; Tsunomura and Araki, 1984]. This pre
diction is in agreement with the observed latitudinal variation 
of the amplitude of PRI [Araki, 1977 and references therein]. 
There are also compelling lines of experimental evidence for 
the polar origin of PI and the extension of the PI current sys
tem (and electric field that drives it) to the daysid~ equat~r. 
One is the detection of the ionospheric current assOCIated WIth 
PI from simultaneous magnetic observations above and well 
below the ionosphere [Araki et al., 1982, 198'1]. The other is 
the observation of westward electric field during PRI of Lhe 
equatorial sc· from data of the transequatorial VHF forward 

scatter e.xperiments [Rastogi, 1976]. . 
The polar electric field responsible for the PI of BC· seems to 

penetrate to lower latitudes not only on the dayside buL also 
on the nightside. The HF Doppler observations of Kikuchi et 
al. [1985], and KiJ..:uchi [1986] demonstrate the unambiguous 
presence of negative preliminary frequency deviations (PFD) 
at low latitudes on the nightside (2100-0600 LT) simultaneous 
with high latitude sc·. The sense of PFD which corresponds 
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to an eastward electric field is consistent with the transmis
sion of the dusk-to-dawn polar electric field associated with 
the PI of sc' to low latitudes. Although the detection of the 
PI in groundbased magnetic recordings at nightside dip equa
torial latitudes is rather difficult (partly due to the sense of 
PI being the same as of MI), the careful analysis of Araki et 
al. [1985], did demonstrate that the PI current system can 
extend to the nightside equator and produce a small but ob
servable magnetic effect despite the much reduced ionospheric 
conductivity at night. The magnetic effect is seen as a step
wise sc (or sc with double-step MI) simultaneous with the sc' 
on the dayside equator. If this physical situation implied by 
earlier experimental work indeed prevails, then, there should 
be short-lived perturbations in F - region vertical plasma mo
tion near the dip equator on the nightside in association with 
sc· at high-latitudes/dip equator on the dayside. This is be
cause (1) the F - region plasma in the vicinity of dip equator 
drifts upward (downward) during daytime (nighttime) under 
the influence of zonal electric fields of E - region dynamo origin 
(with a contribution from F - region dynamo around sunset) 
and the latter responds very sensitively to disturbances orig
inating in the electrodynamic coupling of high latitude - low 
latitude ionospheres [see Fejer, 1991, and references therein; 
Sastri et al., 1992], (2) the electric field associated with the 
PI of sc' is to be eastward on the nightside dip equator (as 
indicated by the double-step MI in geomagnetic records) and 
ought to be detectable bei.:;g impulsive in nature and oppo
site in sense to the ambient westward field of dynamo origin 
as mentioned earlier and (3) though the strength of the polar 
electric field responsible for the PI of sc' is expected to be 
nearly the same at the dip equator as at low latitudes the F 
- region vertical plasma drift speed due to an electric field of 
a given amplitude will be larger near dip equator than at low 
latitudes being proportional to cos I where I is the dip angle 
[Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969]. To the knowledge of the au
thors these points have not been verified. In this paper we 
present experimental evidence, for the first time, for the oc
currence of sc - associated perturbations in F - region vertical 
plasma motion in the nocturnal dip equatorial region. The 
nature of the evidenced short-lived disturbances in plasma 
vertical motion confirms that the polar electric field responsi
ble for the PI of sc· indeed penetrates right down to the dip 
equator in the nightside hemisphere. 

EXPERIMENTAL 'TECHNIQUE 

The present study is based on data of the HF-pulsed 
phase path sounder at Kodaikanal (100 14'N, 77°2S'E, dip 
3°N) which provides continuous information on the changes 
in phase path (P) of ionospheric reflections at normal inci
dence [Sastri et al., 1985]. The sounder consists essentially 
of a broadband pulse transmitter, a phase-coherent receiver 
with quadrature detection, a frequency synthesizer unit, tim
ing and logic circuitry and analog recording facilities. The 
system is rendered phase-coherent by generating all the sig
nals required for the transmitter and the receiver from a single 
16.O-MHz temperature - controlled crystal oscillator by per
forming the standard operations of frequency division, mixing 
and filtering and adopting digital logic. The master crystal 
oscillator ensures the phase coherence of the signals as it has a 
frequency stability of better than 1 part in 107. The transmit
ter radiates vertically pulsed rf energy (pulse width 100 Its, 

pulse repetition rate 50 Hz, peak power ",3KWl on any cho
sen carrier ~requency (f) .in the ban~ 2-20 MHz. The pulsed rf 
after reflectIOn from the IOnosphere IS received by the receiv 
The phase of the ionospheric echo is compared at the int:;: 
mediate frequency (IF) with two reference signals in ph 
quadrature (derived in the frequency synthesiser unit) in t: 
separate phase detectors in the receiver. The output of the 
two phase detectors are separately amplified and band-limited 
using low-pass filters. A gate pulse (10 Its width, pulse repeti
tion rate 50 Hz) whose delay w.r.t. the transmitter pulse can 
be varied is generated in the frequency synthesizer unit, and 
is fed to the receiver to activate the sample and hold (SjH) 
circuits in the quadrature channels. The sampled outputs of 
the quadrature channels (A sin cP, A cos cP) of the receiver are 
used in a logic scheme (which essentially identifies the 2m[ 
phase condition) to provide data of the sense and magnitUde 
of the changes in phase path to the limit equivalent to a total 
phase path change of a wavelength, ), of the probing radio 
waves. The time delay of the S/H gate pulse is adjusted to 
select the reflecting region (height resolution 1.5 km) of in. 
terest and is made to coincide with the echo maximum. The 
data are recorded continuously on a strip chart recorder run 
at a speed of 10 cm/min which gives a time resolution of6 s. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Since February 1991 we have been recording the phase path 
of F - region reflections at 4.0 MHz at Kodaikanal over the 
interval 1600-0600 1ST to attempt detection of perturbations 
in vertical plasma motion associated with geomagnetic sud
den commencements, besides several other studies concern
ing ionospheric dynamics in the equatorial electrojet region. 
The phase path measurements at 4.0 MHz correspond to the 
bottomside F region during the evening and nighttime condi
tions. They are quite suitable for the intended study because 
(1) vertical plasma 'motions near the reflection level are very 
effective in producing changes in the phase path of ionospheric 
reflections at normal incidence [e.g., Georges, 1967] and, as 
mentioned earlier, such bulk plasma motion perpendicular to 
the magnetic field commonly prevails in the vicinity of the 
dip equator driven by zonal electric fields and (2) at night 
the time rate of change of phase path or the Doppler velocity 
V D of F region echoes represents the vertical plasma motion 
due to the electromagnetic ExB drift with a minor positive 
contribution due to chemical loss. It is pertinent to add here 
that the HF Doppler technique is a sensitive experimental ar
rangement available for the detection of sc - associated electric 
fields [e.g., Huang, 1973; Kikuchi et al., 1985; Kikuchi and 
Araki, 1985; Kikuchi, 1986]. 

Scrutiny of our data for the period February 1991 through 
April 1992 showed the availability of phase path measure· 
ments encompassing the storm sudden commencements on 
July 8, 1991, and January 1, 1992. It is fortuitous that both 
the events occurred in a narrow local time window, 2200-2230 
IST (1630-1700 UT) which provided us with an opportunity 
to check the repeatability of the sc - associated perturbations 
in F region vertical drift which is an index of the genuiness 
of their detection. In the following we present the salient fea· 
tures of the two sudden commencements and the associated 
disturbances in Fregion plasma motion over Kodaikanal near 
the dip equator and discuss the same in the light of the current 
understanding of the physics of sudden commencements. 
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Event of July 8, 1991 UT 

Consultation of Solar-Geophysical Data [National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Adminstration, World Data Center A 
(NOAA/ WDC-A), Boulder, Colorado] showed the occurrence 
ofan sc in the global network of geomagnetic observatories at 
1635-1637 UT on July 8, 1991. The sc is impressive from the 
view point of its spatial extent as well as amplitude. It was 
reported by 27 stations (25 stations categorized it as A type, 
i.e., very remarkable and two stations as B type, i.e., fairly 
ordinary but unmistakable). At 16 of these stations it was 
recorded as sc· out of which 7 were in the afternoon (Euro
pean) sector. The amplitude of the sc in H - component at 
dip equatorial locations on the nightside (Indian sector) was 
quite large being in the range 108-168 nT. Examination of 
normal run (stormtime) magnetogram of Fredericksburg (Ge
omagnetic latitude 49°25'N) in the forenoon sector confirmed 
the occurrence of sc· with a PI at 1634 UT (22041ST) as can 
be seen from the enlarged version of the relevant portion of 
the magnetogram reproduced in Figure 1a. The (expected) 
presence of a stepwise sc at Kodaikanal near the nightside dip 
equator could not be ascertained with any confidence from 
the normal-run magnetograms due to the very small risetime 
of the sc. 

In Figure 2 is displayed the transient response of the iono
sphere over Kodaikanal to the sc event as evidenced in the 
measurements of phase path of lower F - region reflections at 
normal incidence. The phase path data of Figure 2 clearly 
show the prevalence of a monotonic decrease in phase path 
prior to the onset of sc. The line of best fit to the P ver
sus time curve for the interval 2157:24 - 2204 IST indicates 
a gross negative Doppler velocity, VD of 42 ms-1 or a down
ward plasma drift Vz (VD /2) of 21ms -1. It is known from the 
theoretical work of Bittencourt a1ld Abdu [1981] that during 
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Fig. 1. Geomagnetic sudden commencements (sc) on July 8, 1991, 
and J~uary 1, 1992, as observed at Fredericksburg and Kodaikanal, 
:~pectlvel~. The preliminary impulse (PI) of se· on July 8 at Fred-
neks,hurg In the forenoon sector and the stepwise se on January 1 at 
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Fig. 2. Time variation of F - region phase path (P) at I<odaikanal on 
July 8, 1991, during the interval 2157:24 - 2211:12 1ST. The vertical 
dashed line represents the time of P I of sc· recorded at Fredericksburg 
in the forenoon sector. The lines of best fit to the P versus time curve 
before and after the sc-associated disturbance are also shown. 

the nighttime the upward plasma drift due to layer decay is 
insignificant if the height of the reflection region is above a 
threshold altitude of 300 km and that the vertical drift near 
the dip equator derived from F region height data is quite 
reliable under such conditions_ The height of bottomside F 
region at I<odaikanal was well above 300 km around the time 
of the sc on July 8, 1991, as can be seen from the values of 
h' F scaled from the ionograms of a colocated ionosonde and 
graphed in Figure 3. The hi F data also testify to the gross 
downward movement of F - region around the time of the sc. 
The VD (Vz) values of -42 ms-I (-21 ms- I ) therefore rep
resent essentially the electromagnetic ExB drift due to the 
ambient westward electric field. That the F - region plasma 
usually moves downward under the influence of a westward 
electric field in the premidnight hours near the dip equator is 
established from the extensive measurements of Vz with the 
incoherent scatter radar at Jicamarca [see Fejer, 1991, and 
references therein]. 

It is quite evident from Figure 2 that there was an un
ambiguous short-lived disturbance in Fregion phase path at 
I<odaikanal in association with the sc· at 1634 UT (22041ST) 
at Fredericksburg in the forenoon sector. The disturbance is 
characterized by an abrupt cessation of the steady downward 
drift for 1 inin starting at 2204 IST followed by enhanced 
downward drift for 2 min. Within the errors of measure
ment of time from normal-run magnetograms, the cessation of 
downward drift corresponds to the duration of PI of the sc· at 
Fredericksburg and the subsequent enhanced downward drift 
to the duration of MI. The normal pattern of a steady de
crease of phase path (P) resumed after the passage of the 
disturbance, i.e., from ",2207 1ST. The slope of the line of 
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Fig. 3. Variation of hi F at Kodaikanal on July 8, 1991, and Jan
uary 1, 1992, illustrating the gross downward motion of bottomside 
F region prior to and after the sudden commencements. 

best fit to the P versus time curve for the interval 2207:48 -
2211:12 1ST indicates a negative Vo of 29.2 ms -lor a down
ward Vz of 14.6 ms-I. To bring out more clearly the nature of 
the sc-associated perturbation ill F region plasma motion, the 
temporal profile of Vo (Vz) is shown in Figure 4 as obtained 
from differentiation of the P versus time curve in Figure 2. 
The dashed vertical line in the figure represents the time of 
onset of the PI of sc· at Fredericksburg. The shaded regions 
in Figure 4 indicate the ambient state of VD (Vz) prior to and 
after the sc-associated disturbance with the horizontal lines 
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Fig. 4. Time variation of F - region Doppler velocity, Vo (and 
vertical plasma drift, Vz = VO/2) at I{odaikanal on July 8, 1991. 
The unanlbigious cessation and slllall upward reversal of the ambient 
downward plasma drift at the time of PI of sc· at Fredericksburg 
(vertical dotted line) may be noted. The portion of the VD/VZ curve 
marked XYZ is used to estimate the amplitude of the sc· -associated 
electric fields. 

representing the average values of VD (Vz) and the standard 
deviations. It is interesting to see the ubiquitous presence of 
quasi-periodic fluctuations of small amplitUde superposed on 
the steady component OfVD (Vz) in the data of Figure 4. Such 
fluctuations are a common feature of the phase path variation 
of F region echoes at locations in the dip equatorial region 
during daytime as well as nighttime [e.g., Krishnamu.rthy et 
al., 1976; Sastri e;t al., 1988; Nair et al., 1992]. While the 
daytime fluctuations in Vo are established to be due to phase 
path changes caused by the refractive index variations asso
ciated with the convective motions of electrojet irregularities 
of E region altitudes [Sastri et al., 1991a, b], the origin of 
the nighttime fluctuations remains to be understood. FUrther 
discussion of this noteworthy feature of the spectral content 
of nighttime Vo (Vz) near the dip equator is beyond the scope 
of the present paper. The average values of VD (Vz) prior to 
and after the sc-related disturbance were -42.2 and -29.2 ms-1 

( -21.1 and -14.6 ms-I ), respectively which are very close to 
the steady component of Vo (Vz) derived from the slopes of 
the corresponding portions of the P versus time curve (Fig
ure 2) mentioned earlier. It is quite clear from Figure 4 that 
with the onset of the PI of the sc·, the ambient downward 
drift ceased and even reversed to upward over a period of one 
minute, followed by enhanced downward drift over the next 
2 min. This transient perturbation ill Vn (Vz) indicates the 
existence of an eastward electric field during the PI of the sc· 
and a westward field during the MI. The amplitude of the 
eastward field is ~O.95 m V /m (corresponding to the segment 
marked XYon the VV/Vz curve in Figure 4) and that of the 
subsequent westward field ~ 1.35 m V /m (corresponding to 
the segment marked YZ on the VD/VZ curve in Figure 4). 

Event of January 1, 1992 

The sudden commencement at 1642-1645 UT on January 
1, 1992, was reported to have been observed by 26 observa
tories out of which 11; categorized it as A type and 10 as 
B type (Solar-Geophysical Data, NOAA/WDC-A, Boulder, 
Colorado). It was recorded as sc· at seven stations some of 
which were in the afternoon sector at high/middle latitudes. 
At Kodaikanal it manifested as a stepwise sc or sc with a 
double-step MI, as can be seen from the enlarged version of 
the relevant portion of the normal-run magnetogram repro
duced in Figure lb. This is, of course, to be expected from 
the earlier work of Araki et al. [1985). The preliminary im
pulse of the stepwise M1 is estimated to be from 1642 to 1643 
UT and the second one from 1643 to 1647 UT. The risetime of 
this sc is thus longer than that on July 8, 1991 which feature 
permitted. the assessment of its structure at I<odaikanal from 
normal-run magnetograms. 

The changes in the F region phase path and the Doppler 
velocity Vn (vertical plasma drift, Vz) at I<odaikanal to the 
sc event are displayed in Figures 5 and 6 respectively in the 
same format as of Figures 3 and 4. Prior to the onset of 
the stepwise sc at Kodaikanal at 22121ST (1642 UT) there 
was a steady decrease of the phase path, P with time as in 
the previous event and also as can be expected at this time 
of the night. The slope of the line of best fit to the P versuS 
time curve for the intervaI2203-2212 1ST indicated a negative 
Doppler velocity, Vv of 27.2 ms-1 or a downward Vz of 13.6 
ms-I . Simultaneous with the onset of the first impulse (step) 
of the double-step MI, tIle steady downward drift suddenly 
ceased for the duration of that impulse and was Sllcceded by 
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Fig. 5. Same as in Figure 2 but for the interval 2203 - 2222:48 IST on 
January 1, 1992. The intervals A and B correspond to the d'ulI.tion of 
the first and second impulse of the stepwise sc recorded at Kodaikanal. 

enhanced downward drift during the longer second step of the 
MI. The temporal profile of Vn (Vz) shown in Figure 6 tes
tifies to this nature of the transient perturbation associ,lted 
with the sc and also the existence of a background negative 
VD (downward Vz) with an average value of 25.4 ms-1 (12.7 
ms-1 over the interval 2203-2212 IST prior to the sc. The 
abrupt cessation of downward drift in coincidence with the 
first impulse of the stepwise sc implies the presence of a tran
sient eastward electric field of at least 0.51 mV 1m and the 
enhanced negative Vn (downward Vz) that followed implies a 
westward field of 0.75 mV 1m (ma.'{imum). The estimation of' 
the eastward electric field is quite reliable as the height of bot
tomside F region at Kodaikanal at the time of onset of the sc 
is > 300 km as can be seen from Figure 3. The maximum am-

plitude of the westward electric field could have been sligbtly 
underestimated as the height of bottom F - region went just 
below 300 km during the period of its manifestation. The 
normal monotonic decrease of P resumed after the passage of 
the sc-associated disturbance from ",2217 1ST. The VD (Vz) 
temporal variation over the interval 2217:12 - 2222:48 1ST, 
infact, indicated the prevalence of an average downward Vz 
(westward electric field) of 14.4 ms-1 (0.58 mV 1m). 

DISCUSSION 

The results of the case studies presented above constitute 
unambiguous evidence for the appearance of a transient east
ward electric field near the dip equator in the nightside hemi
sphere in association with the first pulse of the stepwise sc 
there and with the PI of sc· at high latitude on the dayside. 
They also showed clearly the existence of a short-lived west
ward electric field during the MI of sc· at high latitudes on 
the dayside and the second pulse of the stepwise sc at the 
nightside dip equator. According to Araki [1977), the distur
bance field of an sc (Dsc) is composed of three components as 
follows: 

Dsc = DPpi + DLm. + DPm• 

where DPp• and DPmi are fields of polar origin that manifest 
during the PI and MI of the sc respectively and DLmi is the 
field due to magnetospheric sources that predominates at low 
latitudes. The DPpi field is associated with the global iono-
spheric current system driven by tIle dusk-to-dawn electric 
field mapped along lines of force onto the polar ionosphere 
from the magnetosphere [Tamao, 1964]. It is cousidered as 
responsible for the simultaneous occurrence of PRI of sc· at 
high latitudes in the afternoon sector and at the dip equator 
on the dayside, as well as the stepwise sc at the dip equa
tor on the nightside [Araki, 1977; Araki et al., 1985]. The 
theoretical work of Takeda [1982] and Tsunomura and Araki 
[1984) indicates that the ionospheric zonal electric field or cur
rent responsible for PI of sc· is eastward (westward) at the 
dip equator on the nightside (dayside). The eastward polarity 
of the short-lived (duration 1 min) electric field disturbance 
evidenced at Kodaikanal in the nightside hemisphere coinci
dent with the first impulse of the stepwise sc there (and PI 
of sc· at high latitude) is therefore consistent with the the
oretical predictions. The agreement between theory and our 
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observations, however, becomes rather tenuous when details 
_ are taken into consideration. The two-dimensional model cal-

Ia KOOAIKANAL 5 I culations of Tsunomura. and Araki [1984] show that the am-
~ ~ lu I January 1992 '" plitude as well as the sense of the equatorial zonal electric 
~ 0l--------~nr_--,...------~O ~ field produced by high latitude field-aligned currents (FAe) 
e is a strong function of local time. It is westward from 0800 
;:0 -10 >_ to 2300 LT and eastward from 2300 LT to 0800 LT with 
5 peak values '""1800 and 0600 LT (see Figure 5 of their pa-
g per). For the sudden commencements under discussion here 
~ which occurred between 2200 and 2230 1ST, the perturbation 
[5 electric field associated with the PI of sc· is therefore to be 
~ -40 weak and westward, while our Doppler velocity observations 
0.. o B :i clearly show the field to be eastward and quite strong (0.5 -
0-50 -25 ~ 0.8 mV 1m). Discrepancies between theory and observations 
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~ig. 6. Same as in Figure 4 but for January 1, 1992. The meaning of 
Intervals marked A and B is the same as of Figure 5. 

of this nature were also present in the earlier investigations 
regarding the characteristics of the geomagnetic effects of PI ' 
at the nightside dip equator and PI-associated electric field 
effects at low latitudes. The HF Doppler observations of i 
Kikuchi et al. (1985) showed the polarity of the preliminary 
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freqency deviations (PFD) associated with PI of sc' to be 
consistent with the model predections, i.e., positive (signa
ture of westward electric field) during daytime and negative 
(signature of eastward electric field) during nighttime at low 
latitudes. The sense of the PFD on the nightside is, how
ever, found to be negative not from 2300 LT as predicted 
by Tsunamura and Araki [1984] but from 2100 LT. Simi
larly, the magnetometer observations of Araki et al. [1985] 
clearly showed the occurrence rate of the sc with stepwise MI 
at the nightside dip equator to be a ma.ximum at 0300 LT 
(indicative of larger amplitude of the causative electric cur
rents which aid easy detection of the step like structure of the 
sc in magnetometer data), whereas the calculations of Tsuno' 
mura and Araki [1984] showed the peak of the equatorial 
ionospheric current to be ",,0700 LT. These points of agree
ment/disagreement between observations and theoretical sim
ulations merit some consideration as they reflect the current 
state of our understanding of the complex electrodynamic cou
pling of the magnetosphere-polar ionosphere-equatorial iono
sphere domains. It is worthwhile to recall here that the local 
time variation of the strength and polarity of the purturbation 
electric fields at the dip equator depend quite sensitively on 
the assumed models of ionospheric conductivity and source 
field-aligned currents (FAC). The very recent model results 
of Denisenko and Zamay [1992], though of direct relevance 
to the changes in the equatorial zonal electric fields due to 
those in high-latitude field-aligned currents (or polar cap po
tential) during the different phases of substorms, do support 
the view. Their calculations show that during the recovery 
phase of a substorm (which corresponds to the physical sit
uation obtained during PI of sc'), an eastward electric field 
appears at the geomagnetic equator on the nightside right 
from 2200 MLT with peak values ",0300 MLT (see Figure 8 
of their paper). The global convection models of Senior and 
Blanc [1984] and Spiro et al. [1988] also show the nighttime 
eastward electric fields near the dip equator associated with 
a sudden decrease in polar cap p~tential (corresponding to 
recovery phase of a substorm) to have largest amplitudes in 
the 0200-0500 LT sector. The local time dependence of the 
occurrence rate of stepwise MI near the nightside dip equator 
derived by Araki et al. [1985] is thus consistent with Lhe re
cent theoretical simulations. Experimental evaluation of the 
local time variation of the amplitude of perturbation electric 
fields at dip equatorial latitudes associated with PI of sc' is 
therefore essential for a rigorous assessment of the results of 
theoretical simulations and also to help understand the phys
ical factors that control the penetration of polar electric fields 
to lower latitudes. These issues we hope to examine in future 
from the continuing F- region Doppler velocity measurements 
at Kodaikanal. 

The westward electric field near the nightside geomagnetic 
equator evidenced in the present case studies at the time of 
second impulse of the stepwise sc there (and r-.n of sc' at high 
latitudes on the dayside) may have contributions from both 
DLmi and DPmi fields. The MI of sc is basically caused by 
an enhancement in magnetopause current which propagates 
as a compressional hydromagnetic wave through the magne
tosphere to the nightside low latitude ionosphere [e.g., Fran 
cis et al., 1959; Dessler et al., 1960]. The westward electric 
field that accompanies the compressional hydromagnetic wave 
manifests at low latitudes with a delay of ~50 s with respect 
to the transmission by way of the polar ionosphere of the dusk
t~dawn electric field that produces PI of sc' at high latitudes 

[see Kikuchi, 1986, and references therein]. It can therefore 
be expected to playa prominent role in the initial part of the 
MI and induce a. downward motion of F - region plasma at 
the nightside dip equator. Such a plasma motion can also be 
caused by the DPpart of MI which sets ill because of enhanced 
magnetospheric convection after the conclusion of the magne
tospheric compression by the interplanetory shock. The study 
of the local time dependence of the sense of main frequency de
viation (MFD) by Kikuchi et al. [1985], in fact, showed that 
the dawn-to-dusk electric field associated with MI penetrates 
into the low-latitude ionosphere. It is therefore not unreason
able to expect the westward electric field of DPmi to manifest 
at the dip equator in the nightside hemisphere in the later part 
ofML We hold the view that the enhanced downward plasma 
drift (westward electric field) that immediately followed the 
cessation of the ambient downward drift (eastward electric 
field) in our observations is due to DLmi , and the persistent 
westward field seen later, particularly in the event of January 
1, 1992 from 2215 to 2217 1ST is due to DPm• (see Figures 
4 and 6). It is to be stressed here that it is very difficult to 
ascertain the relative contributions of DLml and DPm• to the 
observed westward field in the absence of rapid-run magne
tograms, and information on the local time dependence of the 
polarity of electric fields during MI of sc as is the case here 
(the electric field due to DPml will be of opposite polarity 
between day and night while that of DLm. will be the same). 
To conclude, the F - region Doppler velocity measurements 
at Kodaikanal studied here confirm that the magnetospheric 
dusk-to-dawn electric field imposed on the polar ionosphere 
at the time of PI of sc' penetrates instantaneously to the ge
omagnetic equator in the nightside hemisphere. Prominent 
westward electric fields attributable to both DLm. and DPml 

are also evidenced in our data, but further measurements for 
a large number of sc events occurring a.t different local times 
are required to assess the specific contributions of DLm. and 
DPm• fields to the observed electric fields. 
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